
Ruler Wrap 
Instructor: Cynthy Kram 

 

There are two sizes – small and large for the Ruler Wrap. I made the small version for 

the sample. 

 

Fabric requirements: Small (Large) 

Main fabric: 1 5/8” yards (2 ¼” yards)  

Linning fabric: 1 5/8” yards (2 ¼” yards) 

Coordinating fabric: 2 yards (2 ¼ yards) 

By Annie Soft and Stable 54” x 45” (76” x 54”) 

Mesh fabric: 18” x 54” (27” x 54”) 

Polypro strapping: 7 yard of 1” wide for each size 

Zippers: small – four 30” double slide zippers and one 24” slide zipper 

               Large – six 30” double slide zippers and one 24” slide zipper 

Hardware: same amount for both sizes, four 1” rings, two 1” hooks and three 1” sliders 

 

If using a 1 way design you will need at least 1/3 yard extra of the main, lining and Soft 

& Stable. Cut the main, lining and Soft & Stable 10” longer then stated in the pattern 

before quilting.  You will then be able to cut out all of the pockets with fabric design in 

same direction. 

 

Pattern: Ruler Wrap from ByAnnie 

 

Sewing Machine in good working condition, ¼” foot, quilting foot and zipper foot 

Basic sewing supplies, pins, seam ripper, scissors, etc. 

Matching thread for quilting and assembly 

Fabric marking pencil, I prefer the SewLine Chalk markers. They come off easily with a 

damp cloth. 

Rotary cutter, rulers and mat. 

Wonder clips  

 

Pre Cutting directions: 

Following the quilting directions in the pattern pre-quilt the main fabric as directed 

before class. I pre-quilted the main/lining fabric myself and if you have a longarm or now 

someone who can longarm it for you, it will make it much easier to do.  

You can pre-cut all of the fabrics pieces before coming to class. If you want help cutting 

out your quilted fabric or if you are using a 1-way fabric bring it to class and I will help 

you with it.  


